Transitioning into Practice
Why Is Transition Challenging?
	Mental: a change in your routine
	Emotional: a feeling of safety being threatened
	Physical: animal biochemistry
	Spiritual: a loss of feeling known and included
	Spontaneity and challenge are not mutually exclusive
Challenges Hold Opportunities:
	Learning from Any Experience; Taking a Learning Orientation to Life
		What to do - don't waste time and energy on blame
		How to respond - find the best solution, move on
		Use the situation to better figure out what works for you and what doesn't work for you
Moving Through:
	Inventory
		Awareness
		Admittance
		Surrender
		Acceptance
		Willingness
		Hope
	Self-Nurturing
		Physical
		Emotional
		Mental
		Physical
Healing - Clearing the Channel:
	Develop Routines and Practices
	Taking 100% Personal Responsibility
	Self-forgiveness
	Identifying Where You're Projecting on Others and Healing Those Things
	Pragmatism: referencing discoveries back to life
Moving On:
	Setting Your Sights:
		Meditation, Prayer
		Deciding what you want:
			What is the experience you are looking for?  How can you get it?
			Flow versus Intention
			Living actively vs. living passively
		Clear Positive Intention
		Ideal Scenes, Living Visions
		Research: the mind doesn't know the difference between reality and well-imagined fantasy
	Know Thyself
		Know what works for you
		Know what you want - take risks
		Know what fulfills you - do more
		Know what brings you down - steer clear and don’t make it wrong
		Enhance the strengths, reframe the weaknesses
		Stay open minded
	Use All Your Resources: Intention
		Co-designing an action plan with Spirit
		Ideal Scenes
		Begin with the end in mind (the Living Vision)
		Be proactive in all things
		Positivity
		Put first things first
		Think win-win; lack is a myth
		No thoughts that hurt my own feelings
		Only a fool loses in his own fantasies
		Gratitude
		Service
Asking for Support and Other Underrated Practices
	Asking for support is not asking someone to do it for you
	Renegotiation
	Three-foot tosses - don't do the New Year's Resolution overshoot and crash
Practical Daily Practice
	Focus:
		Join inspiring email newsletters
		Stay away from anti-chiropractic websites, blogs, etc.
		Stay connected to those who inspire and encourage you
		Have a mentor. Have three mentors. Make sure they have what you want in life
		Always remember and stay grounded in the desire to help, people feel it and respond to it
	Finances:
		Keep your overhead low
		Keep your overhead low
		Did I mention, keep your overhead low?
		Have a CPA who knows the business
		Don't be greedy (be willing to help people who can't afford you)
		Don't be a pushover (require that people pay a reasonable fee)
	Marketing:
		Do everything from a desire to serve, then let people know
		People want a friend and community member, not a vacuum for their money
		Do the ICA Vets program, host special events, partner with other health care givers
		Do press releases once a year - they're free
		Adopt-a-Highway, soup kitchens, volunteer for local government
		When patients thank you for helping them, say, "The best thanks you can give me is to send me someone else who needs me."
Don't Give Up!
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